Spotlight

Get a comprehensive view of
healthcare operations
Spotlight is an advanced analytics tool that translates operational data into key insights that
administrators and clinicians can use to drive continuous care improvement.

Key Features
Use Multiple Data Sources: Spotlight is
designed to manage and house data from
a variety of sources. It incorporates data
from Think Research products, as well as
secondary sources including hospital EMRs.
Single Dashboard Views: Combine
data from multiple systems into a single
dashboard for the most complete clinical
story possible.
Clinical Performance Tracking: Spotlight
provides clinical performance tracking down
to the level of individual admissions or
clinicians, and up to system-level patterns,
for comprehensive micro-to-macro insights.
Powerful Data Engine: Our analytics engine
can be customised to deliver key metrics
and reporting aligned to your objectives,
such as clinical outcomes, performance
management, or quality improvement.
Embedded Clinical Terminology: Spotlight
takes advantage of embedded clinical
terminology within your data. Whether
SNOMED CT, ICD, CPT, or payer model
terminologies like DRG, Spotlight allows
you to use those mappings to tell the best
clinical story possible.

LEARN MORE
To find out more or to book a demonstration,
contact mideast@thinkresearch.com
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Key Benefits
Detailed Insights for Complex Operations: Gain insight
into your clinical practice at scale. Dashboards are designed
to ensure data is available so you can make the right
decision without barriers or delays.
Continuous Care Improvement: Deliver ongoing quality
improvements by identifying emerging error patterns
before they become systemic trends, helping correct
service gaps and inefficiencies while stopping deviation
from best practice.
Integrates with Existing Products: Spotlight uses the
structured clinical data built into Think Research products
used by your organisation. Our products at their core
capture clinical data, and Spotlight can help bring that
value to the forefront of your analytics journey.
Customized for Your Goals: Our support team ensures
successful implementation and use. For complex analytics
requirements, we work closely with you to understand your
unique requirements and customize our analytics engine
to deliver data aligned to your metrics, ensuring you’re
empowered to make evidence-based decisions.
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health knowledge so everyone gets the best care. Using evidence-based
software solutions that digitize healthcare systems, we support the clinical
decision-making process, help standardize care, and improve patient outcomes.
Learn more at: thinkresearch.com/mea-en
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